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Perhaps there was some moisture 
or a soft color, 

perhaps a shudder or a hope.
 

Perhaps a tear 
or a kiss

to remember
 

Perhaps there was snow, 
a small hand

or an attempt to touch.
 

Perhaps it was darkness, 
an empty field, 

or just enough space to stand.
 

Perhaps there was a man 
fighting in his own way.

Mangalesh Dabral
(1948-Forever)

Tribute
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Pratyan Chakraborty

I WANT TO MEET MY MOTHER, LOOKING LIKE HER

My mother taught me to trust nobody 
Because she could not trust herself,
Because she could not trust me. 
The dream of tasting love, a clenched fist 
And the absence of a cleavage 
Longs for our hands that haven’t touched-
Humanity yet, 
It longs for our voice, which is only known-
To the sound of silence.
It longs for our eyes that found their way back -
To nightmares every night.
It longs for our souls, 
Souls who loved violence and men for years!
My mother, she knew that I would wait for a man 
To show up at the dinner table, 
Just like she does!
So she pitted me and made it clear 
That she doesn’t want me to be like her 
Because by the time she was sixteen,
She had too many scars!
I was trolled for failing to be a photocopy of my father, 
And my mother hated herself,
Because the human she birthed was trolled for being like her! 
None of us was ever enough 
And neither we will be-
So we eat lunch with friendly bullies!
But if you ever see the photos inside our albums and gallery,
You would definitely say, 
We are just another happy family. 
Believe me, we are just trying to find the glee
We faked in the photo we took with our bent knees.
My mother and I, we scream late at night 
“I am not your dummy
I can’t be your hobby or your
buddy
I am more than your fetish and romantic poetry,
Because I will never ask you to show my body 
A bit of clemency”
She talks about torture & sacrifices with glory 
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And I talk about hate as if it is just my story 
We hoard feelings that aren’t ours and say sorry 
Because all we ever wanted to be is pure and holy.
To snatch our dignity.
But when she looks at me, 
I fail to keep her promises to the society 
Of giving them a boy as a baby 
And she fails to see a son and a daughter in me.
I fail to convey words that sound like security 
And she fails to understand my agony.
I wish I could stand in front of her looking like her,
And say, That I have tasted pain at dinner tables, 
That I have seen pain at check-in queues,
That I have met death at family gatherings.
I wish I could tell her that this isn’t a choice I have made
I can’t help but wait for a boy
I wish I could tell and make her believe,
That even though we are finding our way in and out of the kitchen, 
The dying rage inside us finds its way back to the same page.
If you see, 
It isn’t really glorious or romantic,
It isn’t really fun or happening,
We are tired of being the subject of shallow jokes
And award-worthy films and wine-initiated conversations or unnoticed
roadside talks.
We harbour each other inside us and sit here today.
Dressed yet naked-
With a mirror between us, 
She hopes for a day with sunlight and a clenched fist
And I hope for a day when I will be more than just lust or someone’s fetish
When I will be more than a son or a daughter
When I will be free queer with a lover
We both have a history that is older than both of our age 
So we hope for a day when our reflection would bloom like a carnation. 
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Parth  Lakhani

THREE WAYS MORNING CAME SINCE YOU LEFT MY CITY

i. On most days, mornings bit
through the night with cold
steel violence. Glinting like teeth.
I was reminded of the last shah's
exile. His grave, or was it his
homeland, swallowed whole. I think
I'm trying to say that I miss you.

ii. Other sparse days I bent to loss
like the first newspaper. Morning spilled
over. Blood on the kitchen floor.
I went about the morning with the slow
grace of routine - make coffee (and
drink it in your cup), water plants (your favourite
bougainvillea), feed the cat
(named by you) and wash-wash-wash
this body clean (mine?). Since loving
had been ritual, why shouldn't grief?

iii. Yesterday was the oddest way
morning came since you left my city.
I devoured the sky for leftover
light. But the night never extinguished,
stars did not burn and die, the moon
hung stubborn like a clock. No time:
no dawn, even moth-eaten.
Morning forgot to arrive.
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Durabikhya  Gogoi

SAD YOUNG GIRLS

(After September is a weary month, By Yasmin Belkhyr)

Well, of course, I've tried warm tea And sleeping on invitations and
disappearing on birthdays. And karaoke. And peeling oranges under the
sun, sour-sweet in tongue, citrus vapours in lungs. And borrowing courage.
And trading tears for sad poems. And painting bright colours. And thinking
about fairy lights and fireworks and ice cream. And trading nightmares for
dreamcatchers. And wish trees. And lavender-scented candles. And falling
face-first in a Murakami Novel. And breathing. I've tried it. Of course, have.

But grief throws ajar our front door and ends up in the living room,
Now there are pillow covers drowning in saltwater, promises hurled over
casually like cheap crockery and your porcelain face.
Now happiness is so uncertain it disguises as fault lines in palm creases.

You should have seen the signs and tried not to trespass
But you arrived like Sputnik made its way for the distant stars

You should've known,

Sad young girls own too many diaries and have too many starred messages
Sad young girls cut their hair short
And try D̶i̶e̶i̶n̶g̶ dyeing them in the bursting reds of a fire alarm
Sad young girls push people away cause solitary sounds sweeter than free
tickets to museums of their vulnerability
They'll write love letters for their hometown
And epilogues for their childhood
They'll make you buy tulips and carnations and baby breaths
There will be haikus in cafe tissues
Doodles in classroom desks
They'll make you write poetry and send flowers for keepsake.
Sad young girls are so beautiful
They will bring meteor showers down to earth's knees
And leave you right before you call this beauty exhausting.
(They always do)
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Mayukh Dutta

FIRST PARALLELS DRAWN

(i)
Wishing to write a letter to the woods
The carved inscription on the bark of the old teak
Years ago while fragile hearts meant only softness 
Now, falling out of words, a message for my past.
Bringing the dawn to my murdered pen
While I sit down to rename, encounters for the first time ever
I cannot feel the painfully numb fingertips
Or a zeal to feel myself at all.

(ii)
The first time I spoke, a three syllable word in my mother tongue
I chose the dialect of my grandmother,
I wonder if it breaks the notion of a 'family'
Or dictates my solace in a home my mother left. 
The first steps I took were towards the door
Away from the walls and into the bright light
I wonder if it means I never belonged;
If I searched for a home like a tourist in a foreign land
Like a ship searching for a shore during the storm
Like a bard singing for wars and wine alike,
If home was only a resort from thoughts hauntingly dark
If home only remained an idea, while I made ideas my only reality.

(iii)
The first heartbreaks were many
From failed tests to successful jealousy,
From failing people to falling while failing them
Learning how to breathe again always felt like a first.
I do not wish to narrate the broken tales
Of times that bring in the frozen souls beyond my home
When the old lady asked for a penny at the traffic point
And the kid sold flavoured 'baraf' for a rupee 
When my mother would bargain with the vendor in wrinkled skin
And I would understand
We are only moisturised enough to not feel how dry the winter is
But in this desert of lifeless tundra we all live.

(iv)
I have also countered the contradictions
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The simplicity of a heart in love
Often breaking apart tough questions
Never answering them, but disposing them altogether,
The precondition of a daily war resolved
But as I feel the plains of a lover's life
I happen to feel the floods of a human alike. 
And in mundane thoughts which don't qualify as mine
I ask myself the same question every other day
Do I survive this life while I live some days
Or do I live this life surviving until the end?
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Saheen Rahman

CONFESSIONS OF A DRUNK SUNDAY

i am torn between wanting to love my life
and wanting to hate it.
an obese monkey in Thailand is called uncle fat.
i saw a man crying in the rain today
and i wanted to tell him that
she’ll come back.
every restaurant doesn’t serve
good ketchup.
a friend i’ve known for seventeen years
turned out to be a bully.
cheap whiskey tastes better with good company.
my lover makes cinnamon toasts
which taste almost, almost as good as garlic mushroom.
a lesbian i met today had eyes of a guilty pleasure.
Japanese people used to think earthquakes were caused by
namazu, a catfish.
backstreet boys sound better when i am high.
i bailed on my therapist.
being around people is excruciatingly painful, but on
second thought, my nose piercing hurts more.
life seems different when you lose your capability to love.
marina chapman claims that monkeys raised her.
i want someone to hold my hand.
the last time i saw my best friend was five months ago.
giving up control feels horrible.
i attended a condolence meet and didn’t grieve about the
dead man.
at night, my dreams take up half of the space in my bed.

the sun is out.
i should open my eyes.
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Erfana

RIVERY (REVERIE)

Ripples, oysters and fishermens' hats
We were river colours back then
Moving to and fro
Always wanting to dive into the waters
Never knowing how

Inside the river we found words
We counted birds and crabs and
Kept safe the grey-green karimeen
For fishers with fishing rods
And waited for the blue boat
Till it came

Toes soaked in the water she asked
"What if I jump into the river
With my frock on?"
And I said
"It would look beautiful
The frock
Flying into and out of it"

And she jumped in
The next moment
Like the river
For a long time
Was waiting for her to

And I took a photo of it
Her green frock
Growing all over the river
Like our watercolours
Or their fishing net
I know not

But it looked beautiful
And the river won't forget that ever
I thought

I held in my hand
The photo
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Cause she loves photographs
Of flying floating things
And left for home
Alone and I wrote

Ripples oysters and fishermens' hats
We were river colours back then
Moving to and fro
Always wanting to dive into the waters
Never knowing how
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Mukund Nair

SWEET POTATOES

"If you align the stones in the makeshift mud oven just right,
If you catch the flame just right,
The potatoes roast themselves."
The old uncle says as he bends over, supervising the roasting,
The sweet potatoes dance a slow waltz in the yellow flame ballroom,
And you just can't wait for your bite,
You are mostly all 10- your group of the town hooligans,
The uncle isn't your own,
He isn't even an uncle.
But an old man hasn't got time to test bloodlines,
Children need no lineage to love,
So you flock around him every Sunday,
He lights the oven, you bring the potatoes,
Like tributary kings at their chief court,
And you talk of school, of toys you have and that which you crave,
of music and dreams and festival lists,
You look around at your companions, all aglow with hunger,
A doe-eyed girl that has a mother who cries to sleep,
A shy smiling boy who has none at all,
Another girl picks lies and lice from her school
fellows,
One boy has a father who would rather swing belts than wear them,
And you,
You have that nagging fear of what happens when you must work
like your Father,
How tired you must become, how much play you must miss….
And yet when the potatoes arrive,
Scarlet and sizzling, everyone smiles.
Time soon passes,
The group passes on to higher tasks,
The uncle passes away,
You leave town to achieve meaning,
Your father is farther than ever before,
And you don't know when you'll go home,
And you realise how Hope is a lot like roasted sweet potatoes,
You mustn't bite in early- you might burn your tongue,
You must juggle it, till it can be held without pain,
And the first real bite always seems the sweetest,
And it all comes to you….
….only after fire.
You return to your town, it is changed,
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Children don't adopt old men anymore,
And sharing is a hassle people are better off without,
Yet in the middle of the market,
You see a woman with doe eyes, bargaining her tongue off,
And when she sees you, she smiles,
And when you notice her cloth bag….
you see sweet potatoes,
Like pink reminders of memories long gone and well-held,
And that is when you smile back.
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Deepshikha 

BEAT OR BREAK

here is how it feels to be in one-sided love

you're born a butterfly. until she comes into your life and rips the colour
off your wings with pointed red nails and then you're a miserable creature
longing after something so heady it will burn you. you're white-winged and
blind and reaching out with desperation towards the heat of her palm.

you're a broken cassette player, she has unwound the magnetic tape, it
bears deep scratches of “at least this if nothing else” as it plays over and
over again the portions 1) that beg 2) That plead 3) That beat at doors with
fragile bones, screaming please, please, love me back, it sickens you and
yet you can't stop because the rest of that tape is destroyed, lost to ache,
cannot be played.

a stream of water trying to cut stone, futile and weak, you've lost your way,
you were supposed to meet the ocean instead you bash your head against
the dam, history says water cuts rocks, it never tells you how much of
yourself you'll have to lose to ever make an impact. turns out, sometimes
history lies, you've lost it all and nothing is enough.

here's how it feels to love someone with no hopes of being loved back:
when she smiles

your heart doesn't know whether to beat or break.
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Pri tha  Ja in

MY MOTHER CALLING MY BODY A TEMPLE
MAKES MUCH MORE SENSE THAN IT DID BEFORE

the headline says,
stories have an impact on young minds like no other,
so i guess it's a good thing
they taught us about little red riding hood in the first grade
because what is this world if not
wolves always lurking, a few miles away,
waiting for the opportunity to rip my skin apart,
gnaw at my bones,
and swallow me whole?

we, were in the sixth grade when i stood by,
uncomfortable, powerless,
unable to find the joke in earmarking a friend 'gay',
and what started off as 'harmless banter' ended up bullying an eleven year
old out of his walk

we were twelve at the time
when guised under the alias of a 'special workshop'
all girls my age were hauled up like followers blinded by faith
to remind us yet again, of how our bodily functions are nothing, but
clandestine affairs

i was thirteen when rumours in school about another friend made me
google a blowjob,
nobody knows what truly happened in the four hours she was away from
home by virtue of photoshopped nudes,
if she was forced to do something that gives her nightmares till date
because all anyone in school could talk about was how good of a slut she
really is;
it's been five years i haven't spoken to her since

fourteen was when a teacher
burned holes in the backs of our shirts with her stare,
to make sure the color of an adolescent girl's bra wasn't loud enough to
attract the male gaze;
"school hai, fashion show nahi", she'd said

at fifteen, i realised that the pages of my history books were etched with
the blood of my forgotten lineage,
every word, a silent warcry, echoing through its curves;
how do you teach the present, their future, with the remnants of a
misleading past?
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a few definitions i knew by heart by sixteen;
body-shaming; the sports teacher telling my friend to lose weight, under
the pretence of being concerned for her health
rape-culture; tenth graders nonchalantly calling each other's mothers
prostitutes and meaning it as the vilest form of insult

it took me seventeen years of existing to understand
that it wasn't, infact,
the presence of a physical locker room that led to the commodification
of underage girls into sex objects;
and as if that wasn't scarring enough,
the next headline i woke up to spoke of how womxn were being auctioned
off on the internet, as well
⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀

all this, is to say,
that my mother calling my body a temple
makes much more sense than it did before,
now, that i know,
it is much more community property,
than my own.
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Shal ini  Chakraborty

I WANT TO STAND AT THE THRESOLD OF A POET'S SANITY

Where do I want to be?

Under the tongue of a poet,
Where truths remain his own,
How much did Wordsworth
leave out about the melancholy of the Reaper?
You see, for once, I wish to see sunshine and city lights
in an artist's own shade of yellow.
Why? you ask.
Don't you understand?
Gogh's Starry Night is an illusion.

I want to witness the bedlam of a poet,
The penury of expression captivates me,
I want a tour of his hideout
Of unuttered, censored words,
In the midst of a quarrel
Between naivety and epiphanies,
Between vulnerability and well life.
I want a timeline of pauses the poet took,
To feel the edge of the shrapnel that bled him out of words.
Words-- a poet's confetti.

I want to be soldier fighting battles in a poet's mind,
Battles never enough to start a revolution,
Battles lost before they began because pens have never held
enough fire.
Catharsis has never satiated hunger.
Language has never jumped history's walls.
Words have never been enough for love;
And yet, I want to see the fall of a poet, trying.

I want to stand at the threshold of a poet's sanity,
To map and clock the growth of flowers on his grave;
I want to see the poet swallow bonfire again,
Till then, let me suffer his winter.
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N Sehar

MY BABA OFTEN TOLD ME NOT TO WRITE A POLITICAL POEM

My baba often told me
not to write a political poem,
Or another sadistic blood-drenched poetry about the dead.
He told me
to not write about Aseem Sahab that lived next door in Prince
Anwar Shah Road,
the one whose knees remained sunk in dusty prayer mats,
the one deprived of praying spots,
The one who spoke in Dakhini
so it alienated him from the rest,
and could easily be lynched in broad daylight.
To not write about the times when fascism followed men with
a specific size of beards,
and head creases molded in every hurf of Urdu,
every zabar or zer that spelt of fear,
or the women with head covered scarves,
and tongues tied with nukhta
being sold online.

He often told me to not write
about the dead ones as they have the ritual of dragging
people to the grave
with their kafans,
to keep a piece of land reserved
for anyone who dares tell their story, take their name.
You see, the corpses come with memory, they remember it.
So I wrote a Ghazal for the land.
A lyrical post-partition love poem.
I wrote about
my dead lover instead.
The one that crumbles and coils up on my side of the bed.
Listens to mixtape and cassettes.
Sometimes buys me Lillies from the underground flower
market at night.

I also wrote about the girl,
the one buried in my poem
the one with her teeth sunk deep in rugged politics,
and all the attempts at equality biting the dust,
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soon whose caste became her casket
and her body, a burnt funeral ground
where she was made to stand but refused to mourn.
Baba often said that politics is cheap but being political is expensive
So he told me to write about beauty,
and not about the increasing crime incidents or the rising hate slogans,
speeches,
For we are mere numbers on death statistic charts, in newspapers
Our breaths mere smoke, Crippling fine lines in the face of fascism
they so wish to erase but can't. So I wrote about that girl's hair, the size of
her waist instead. Then dropped Lillies on her grave, spread petals on fine
mud, and brought some home.
And then buried myself in taxidermy lessons,
trying to excel in preserving all things dead.

Not knowing that ignorance isn't a quintessential Lilly,
it's a match stick.
It doesn't grace the dead,
it consumes the living.
That the flames of fascism
are a steady rise,
and to the naked eyes; hardly visible,
until it burns down every brick of
your own house.
⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀

Until one day,
Finally one day,
political misery knocked on my own door,
Sneaking through the window bars
at 3 am asking about my ancestor's blood; hands thumping their chest,
bellies bigger than our bodies.
My fingers moulding to prayers,
my prayers turning to fist.
I know that there was a deep cut on my father's wrist
before he went missing,
now his autopsy reports have
dissected his bones, his skin,
his identity,
developed sharp canines and tongue,
and denies any death
any casualty;
There's blood on its wrist,
hands, teeth that
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now paints
the image of my father drowning.
I have realised that the one in uniforms
didn't have to keep the flashlights on
even after the night ended.
I realised poets were right when they took a pen in their hand, Spilled
blood through boiling ink and,
said,
"The more you put blood into the soil,
the more it develops a taste for it"
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Shivaani  Dushyanth

I AM A LEAVER

This city convinced me to sleep on a mattress of its cherry blossoms,
Scudding across its mason roads carved from broken hearts,
It guided me to spend the night with bedsheets engulfed in its
melancholy,
I was a stranger who wept in its tears.

Every evening, this city would awaken me in a thousand shrills of
white pigeons,
It would send a basket of decayed sunsets to my doorstep on
weekends,
Because it wouldn't sleep, for I yearned to stare at its bleeding canvas
after a death,
I was a stargazer who fell in love.

I learnt that this city is a colosseum of unfinished birthmarks every
time I caressed it,
There are half-burnt walls clinging on to its ancient history,
Piles of bricks scattered on roads for a highway to be built connecting
the outskirts,
Realised that it was never fully born with the monuments of
trademark,
I was an architect who built its beauty.

This city was crying and I never noticed, it poured postcards when
someone left it,
Showered gallons of petals every time it was painted in hues of
burning pyres,
I never admired the city until I left its cradling hands stained with
photographs of its people,
This city remembers its children, and I miss my mother for I can feel
its separation,
I am a leaver, who writes about the city in the past tense.
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Viplav  S ingh

ON LOVING A STRONG WOMAN

The flickering streetlight fills a dimly lit living room.
The vehicles are done with roads and the tarmac prepares for
a few agony-less hours.
I have a hand in mine. 

A copy of 'Dopehri' by Pankaj Kapoor is on the coffee table.
I am done with the book and now it rests, licking its wounds
after a voracious reading bout.
I hold that hand, until it is warm. The hand did not ask for it. I
do it anyway.

A cat makes one of her daily appearances into the living room
from between two metal bars on the window.
She eats out of her earmarked bowl and leaves owing to the
lack of anything inspiring enough.
I caress that hand & ask a few probing questions about
something that has gone amiss today.

The night has passed. The antics of the flickering streetlight
are brushed aside into oblivion by a dimly lit, overcast
morning.
It still flickers, rebelliously unaffected by the indifference of
the passers-by.
My questions get done. She speaks, at length; the thing amiss
and the conversation get done.

That is the thing about loving a strong woman.

You have to understand that there are things & thoughts that
aren't about you.
A strong woman's love comes with rebellious stoicism.
Like the flickering streetlight.

You have to understand that sometimes you are the agony-
less hours for her,
Sometimes you are the traffic.
Like the road.

You have to understand that loving a strong woman comes
with a lot of reading.
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The said, the unsaid, and more.
You may be the protagonist, but she is the story.
Loving a strong woman is like a voracious reading session.

You have to understand that love, especially with a strong woman,
Is curious,
Comes through windows if the door is closed,
And needs to inspire it to stay.
Like the cat.
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Sandeep  Rawat

LOVE IS A CHAMELEON THING

Love is a chameleon thing 
and I shouldn’t be thinking of you 
but this urge to run to you 
and getting lost in the maze 
of those squirrel eyes of yours 
makes me weak in the knees,
So, I tuck a plumeria behind your right ear, 
as you permit me to conduct soft surveys 
of your honey-moistened skin
and when the next day, 
I ask you how much you miss me,
you send me yesternight’s secretly clicked snaps
when I was comatose next to your pillow. 

Love is a chameleon thing 
And I shouldn’t be 
fascinated too much 
by your swift elegant style 
But this beaming smile of yours
my dear, 
makes my spirits soar till the lilac skies 
So, I carve camps on your collarbones 
as I cling onto your bones 
like mustard leaves to its autumn branches 
when you say that I’ve got nice shoulders,
my stomach sketches summersaults,
But would you find it odd
And how does it seem
If I tell you that I’m incredibly shy
To confront your tender beam.

Love is a chameleon thing 
And I must break free from your grasp
but this caution that 
I had to employ in my tongue 
before pronouncing your three-syllabled name 
As you punctuate my lips 
I hope you won’t put on your public face 
When you are with me 
for on those days like those 
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my desires would emerge yellow in my eyes,
my tongue would turn purple with unspoken tragedies 
and my skin would act up brown 
tangled with uncertainties.
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Zubaida  I f shan

REMEMBRANCE

The walls which once spoke to me in our usual vernacular
Welcome me in a strange tongue.

There is a distant familiarity, of things, almost still, limpid in
my memory- It just needs a little scouring.

I sweep and rub every surface to feel this dust- the years that
passed without me.

The bookshelf was the hardest to clean
The stench of some books reminded me of you
Your name was distinct on my tongue, but you had grown dim
by the day.

The other books that I had chewed and digested
Still carried the remembrance of my sins and my dreams.

I felt a false nearness in arranging the drawers filled with
things I no longer need
My childhood pressed between those things.

I threw some things and I let others breathe,
If only home, you could remember me.
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Akshaya Pawaskar

MONSOON 

How the ocean held in the clouds
falls to the ground,
How something is always dying
while something is always being birthed,
clouds, puddles,
winter suns, summer moons
and monsoon skies.
Every time we meet in June,
we are strangers.
You having travelled across the peninsula
to reach my sleepy town,
you, the rain with your mirth,
the tinkling sound of your laughter,
to the endless static noise.
The earth smells different
every time it is soaked yet
I cannot forget the way
it smelled in my childhood
when you held a different charm,
when starting afresh
was simply a new year at school.
Now though the staleness
is washed away and
the brightest green shine
of renewal momentarily takes
us back in time
to the good old
muddy gum boot days,
rinsing the dusty windshields,
you clear the grime, but
only to make way for more.
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Aditya  Vikram Shrivastava

HISTORY AND MEMORY

My aching chest is a stranger
in my father's arms.
His taut back is a bark, full
of scars I do not know
how to read. He rustles
in gibberish when he sleeps.

If you split open a tree, it turns
into dried pieces of history.

They say I have my father's eyes.
But ever since I refused to be
a man, I borrowed nothing.
Not his cackle, not the
silhouette of him against the night,
coming home. Not his tight
shoulders, bundles of lost sleep.
Not even his coarse hands,
or heavy silences.

In running away from him
I have come so far
that I can no longer hold
even his memory.

And what do I do
with history?
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Sayant ika  Sarkar  

STAY BACK

When you have to go but you don't want to
stay back because it is raining outside
ring the bell
and ask for an umbrella, i will pretend that i don't have one
we will lie in my bed and talk
let's talk about an endless list of unimportant things:
cigarette flavours, shoe sizes, my unfinished paintings, that
one time you missed five metros,
anything happy and happy only

and when words
linger in our mouths and empty into the shivering air as dots
not sounds, i can make you a cup of tea
even if it is a bad one

we can play a game where we search for blistering lights in the
cowering city
just outside the window, there is us
the rain might seep into the creases of our skin, walls
we won't be lonely for a minute

stay back because it is easier to watch the rain ferment the
city and
the blurred windows
that hide our scrunched-up bodies
how like rain they are not desperately sad but clinged
almost like grief, formless and wingless
without names
stay back till the sun comes

our fingers pulling time,
my heart moves,
the space breathless and stopped

for an infinite second

stay because underneath the remains of a sky
we will forget that we are dispensable
to this world.
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Aishvarya  Parameswar

CONCRETE FUTURE

Today's morning breeze hustles towards
rush hour stations, discarding lunchboxes
that taste like home in favour of polyethene
packets and crumbling coffee cups.

analogous personalities cover the
expanse of bleak metro walls,
their iron-willed suits shouldering
the weight of their extensive resumes.

estranged families cross paths in the bustling
crowds at roadblocks, their intertwined lives
separated by digital walls, unable to
recover a file of long-lost memories.

electrifying minds risk-analyse funds
of multinational corporations, but their
distinguished Mensa IQs quiver at the
sight of fickle human sentiments.

but I like melancholy so I write it in the past tense,
for the present has no time to feel or believe
in the power of words or fictional dreams
that cannot contribute to breakneck
ambitions in order to make our future concrete.
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Shai l ja  Bahety

LONELINESS IS A FLOWER

Loneliness is a flower
grown beside a graveyard
that isn't ever carried to our homes
and never smelled once
despite having fragrance.
Loneliness is a flower that
bloomed inside a human
who is never loved
despite having a heart.
over the grass, sits Ismaiel and I
to him, the sky is his watercolor palette
and to me, his eyes are a canvas
so whenever the sky falls on his eyes
a painting form,
that sets us free
like untied kites swimming in the
long-stretched summer sky.

He walked past his school
and saw
a puppy in a carton looking at this strange world,
a local guitarist singing on an empty street,
a bench on which nobody sits because it's dirty,
wildflowers only the clouds water and it's not the rainy season
yet,
trees having lots of dopamine but no one to hug,
mothers feeding milky-ways in the mouth of their babies
and
mothers with aching breasts and children screaming
that she cares too much about them,
and
himself walking all way back home
all alone.

Loneliness grew like cavities
in the teeth of earth,
maybe
we really need to clean
our hearts twice a day
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so today,
he didn't take the doctor's advice for granted,
he rushed to her mother and
said that she looks so beautiful
when she cares for him,
pressed his heart against the trees and take a big mouthful of dopamine,
purchased a Bisleri bottle and became the cloud for wildflowers,
cleaned the bench and sat and smiled and when he left
people came and the bench was never vacant again,
he ran up to the guitarist and clapped so loudly that gradually
a crowd gathered,
and this time, he wasn't walking back all alone,
the puppy too was heading home.

Ismaiel and I, his happiness,
are two wildflowers
we no longer complain about
the soil we grew upon
because we make that
space even more beautiful.

Loneliness is a flower
grown beside a graveyard
unloved and solitary,
but honey bees never made a difference,
they always came for nectar,
even beside a graveyard.
maybe
we just need
more honey bees
in this big little world.
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Chetan Ashish

MONSOON MOONSHINE

the falling of day to night
is hidden behind medium format clouds
from us subjects still
shiny but in a different way
left to ponder on our
chemical composition
would we turn blue on yearning?
in the controlled environment of
our rooms or under streetlight
I am Steiglitz somehow
waiting in a Fifth Avenue blizzard
for the perfect photograph
but I overshoot the storefronts
just like I forget my friends' birthdays
and miss my stop on the metro
to enter another world
I find myself at the barbers'
watching the rain move the city
he tells me that I'm still 24
as I missed my haircut last summer
I am now looking for that lost year
in the heart of monsoon
(do monsoons have hearts?)
like Devika Rani trying to light
a cigarette with the mayflies
watching as desire flows electronically
alongside other commodities
spirit like in a world of daiquiri
or cheap moonshine
to be deposited in some corner
demarcated and determined
I am finally myself from that lost year
in the back of the Kirana store
looking for yesterday's bread
that is just starting to go sour.
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Resham Sharma

WHY I DYE MY HAIR

How else do I face myself in the mirror? 
I keep forgetting (read: misplacing) myself, 
I remember too little of who I was, and memory: 
When has it ever held enough?
When has it ever been enough?
How do I name the abandonment that separates 
Me from myself, how do I apologise for a past 
I can't recognise. And now that my hair are red, 
I can place it on their wilderness
to have spilt on who I used to be, to have run over 
the deer on the road because it was already dead,
to have fled from parts of me,
like we so often do with hungry street dogs, 
afraid to look in their pleading eyes
that reflect such a familiar hunger.

And now when I wander through crowded streets 
People turn their heads twice to make sure 
They made no mistake with the colour of my hair, 
Otherwise who ever looks back to face the truth. 
Otherwise, who'd ever tum back to look at me.

I have nothing else to be remembered by. 
I have nothing else.
And like you, I too have tried to fit in- 
In places, in people-
I have tried and tried and tried
And now in the grocery store,
The neighbourhood kids will again point at me, 
Clutching on their mother's purses,
'Look, look at her!", and I.
I wouldn't need to look within myself to know why. 
My green hair are an excuse
To never have belonged.

I'm tired of staying still, of not knowing
The difference between not breathing and not breaking. 
Of not knowing why I'm here.
And now I can say. I dyed my hair blue
And it all went downhill. All bad days have come along 
As a consequence of that act.
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Now it's easier to not feel guilty about
Every other bad choice I made, now it's easier 
To love myself.

Dyeing is one letter away from dying 
And I've only ever been afraid of life.
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Adarsh Sathyan

THE SPARROWS HAVE LEFT

Last night, 
I thought I'll write
A love poem for you.
But then I remembered you
And how you told me that,
One fine morning,

The sparrows whispered to you,

About Faiz's refrains
And Darwish's exile.
And how they cried to you
In Mandelstam's verses,
And Lorca's poems.

So I put down my pen
And closed my journal.
I opened the window
To listen to the sparrows sing.

But the sparrows,
They have left this country.
It's been outlawed to sing 
About freedom and justice,
And hope and revolution.

You can only pray a certain way
And dress how they deem fit.
Humour can get you jailed.
The police investigate wit.
And history is a felony.

So I get back to writing
A love poem for you,
Wherein, the moon 
recites ghazals
And the rain burns
The sun's skin.

But it doesn't feel right
For what use is my poem
If the sparrows can't sing it.
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Harshit  Ja lan

THE LITTLE KID AND THE WOMAN HE KEPT INSIDE

I wanted to write about that little kid who bloomed his own
flower on his hand by practicing "Ma, I want to be a woman"

I remember being in the hands of my mother when she
applied mehendi to her hands. She used to draw a moon on
my hands and told me "This is who you are." Ma knew, I am
learning to be kind like her, ma knew I want to hold that
mehendi but was scared to convey, ma knew love has always
been in my hands and yet never learned to touch it without
aching in fear. Ma knew everything, yet we never talk about it.

"Ma, I want to wear your saree"

I want to write about that little kid who practised walking with
his hands on his waist because the first time he saw a movie,
he thought about his pants to be a skirt twirling around his
own home, where he wants his father to braid his hair.

Being a queer and loving your own father is a difficult picture
because you want to tell him about yourself but you know, he
was never nurtured with love. But today when I am away from
him, he asks me if I ate properly, he asks me if I have enough
clothes, he asks me if I am making friends and it makes me
realise how we learn love with the absence of a person. Pa
knows I miss him, pa knows I want to hug him and tell how
beautiful of a man he is but pa, will you love me if I were your
daughter?

"Pa I want you to braid my hair and put me kajal"

I want to write about that little kid who stole his sisters nail
paint and practised on his balcony because he wanted to fill
the colors that were taken away. The kid, who loved pink,
purple and red.

Sisters are a gift to gay men because you know they'll hug you
even if you tell them, you like flowers and earrings on you. I
remember when my sister was born, I saw a girl who raised
hope to me, who didn't pressurized me to walk in a certain
way, who didn't ask me to behave like a man, who didn't push 
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me to play with cars and gave me her Barbie. Ma used to tell, "I think I
have two daughters in my house" and I smiled but I remember the jokes
hounded by people. I slipped that Barbie away because hate comes easy,
love doesn't. But my sister hugged me because a woman senses another
heart that is aching to be loved.

"Bacchu, gift me that pink color."

That little kid bloomed himself in his own hands, within the fists of his
mother. That little kid had the mouth of a revolution, but ma, why
couldn't the world love him?

[the little kid is now writing poems of the woman he could be.]
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Nameera  An jum Khan

AN ODE TO MY GHETTO, HASANPURA-C

I live in Hasanpura-C. It is supposed to be a semi-developed side,
compared to Hasanpura-A, situated about a 10-minute walk on the
other side of the road. Every time I book a cab, the driver asks me if the
way to my house is big enough for a car. In my mind, I say, “Yes, as big
as the divide that the English left behind and we have come to adopt.”

“Just enter the first lane on the right, in front of the mandir leading to
the masjid inside…”

We cross Lallu Meat Shop, a name that makes me chuckle every time I
say it aloud. I remember a time when my politically-woke friend
decided that a Musalman chooses to be ghettoised – it was a
WhatsApp group where my identity was dissected with a plethora of
tools. Some Musalman friends are a guinea pig for their social
experiment. Let’s see what hurts them most, let’s push them till the
very end until they explode. Touché, they are such apt metaphors for
terrorists indeed.

Ghettoised in our language means being refused a house on rent
because we are Musalman, it means being asked what ‘kind’ of
Mohammaden we are – the clean ones or the unclean ones. It means
being asked what ‘kind’ of Mohammaden we are – the clean ones or the
unclean ones.

“You know, not all Musalman cook on the streets and block the roads
when there’s a wedding. not all of them are loud, uneducated and clad
in a burqa and a niqab. Some of them wear jeans and write poetry,
some are even tolerant and have a calm temper, you see…”

When my friends speak for me, I want to tell them to not lend their
voice to my truth. It feels like unwanted sympathy, advocacy for a
victim.

I’m proud that I live in Hasanpura-C, On a side that is half developed,
but often erupts into random fights. A side where the police sits on
every nook and corner, a side where the children abuse on the roads
during shakraat; a side that wakes up to the azaan and the bells of a
mandir, where Diwalii fireworks are the first to go off in the city. A side
that celebrates a ghettoised perception – it is your mind that refuses
to grow out of it.
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You have created places like Hasanpura-C and Hasanpura-A, yet here you
are complaining about the very thing you have aspired for: the divide.

It is in the Economics and the Politics of my existence – this blood of a
Musalman knows where it has to belong. Otherwise, you would kill us for
merely breathing the same air as you. You would divide the oxygen
between the ‘haves’ and ‘have-nots’; because what lies beyond this
divide is only death.
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Hima Cic i l ia

I AM CONVINCED I AM A TREE 

I cut the soft core of my being
into neat slices and offer them up
to the world as poems.
This is one such poem.
My only prayer is to be able to belong. Somewhere, anywhere.
Here, take this poem and chew it down
to its seed so I can grow out of you.

I am tired of all the pretentiousness
and self-consciousness of being a human
and yet, here I am, writing a self-consciously pretentious or
pretentiously self-conscious poem on my need to belong.
I am convinced I am a tree
that somehow broke 
its ancient pact with a god
to grow hands and feet.
Now I am destined to run the world
in the same circle, pleading with people
to bite into my aching softness
grown too ripe over time, fatigued
and yet desperate from looking for mouths
to empty my seeds into, my frail hands
aching from bearing the weights
of my earthly existence.

Here, take this poem and chew it down
to its seed and be my god, will you?
May I grow out of you
like I do not have an elsewhere
at least till you are finished with this poem.
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Prashant i  Chundur i

POSSESSION: A POEM IN FOUR-BY-SIX INCHES

I have a friend whose fingers are almost 
permanently crooked from holding her camera too long.
My memories take the shape of her clawed hands,
and my nostalgia breathes in her dark room
as she conquers the world, one paper rectangle at a time.

Her camera apprehends plastic tangling with our legs at the beach,
preserves the old bark of a rotting tree corpse,
bottles the death fumes rising over burning asphalt
and fans the steaming pile of garbage on our street corner.
This is how she saves the world.

She snaps close-ups of my stringy, coconut husk hair
and later, the turquoise-dyed locks for before-and-after pictures,
the shot of the weighing machine spelling 'I-t-s-o-k-a-y',
and the kaleidoscope that is my oil-smeared wok.
This is how she loves her people.

The constellations of her wrinkles and scars, 
the valleys of her stretch marks and thighs, 
the furrows of her crow's feet and laugh lines,
all become the subjects of her polaroids.
This is how she loves herself.

Daisies are pushing their way out of the petrichor soil
where we go to talk to the periwinkle sky and moon-grey stone.
She memorializes the white, the brown, the blue, the ash,
in pixels and paper as we converse with six feet of love.
This is how she grieves.

I watch as she tries to catch the blur of fancy shop windows
glittering with the lights we can only see from outside.
She writes a eulogy to our dreams in light and shadow,
over-rich silk, steak and sapphires we can never have.
This is how she (thinks she) can own the world.

As we lay out the memories over the threadbare blankets,
spread them out like spring pollen - pretty but an allergen -
we fancy ourselves armed with four-by-six inched 
time machines, bravely defying Ol' Father Time.
This is how we remember.
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So when I ask her how much it would cost to buy her world,
she smiles in melancholic pride, says she only deals
in the currency that is shiny Kodak photo paper.
Her eyes speak in blinding camera flashes and I finally understand:
this is how we become possessed.
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Meenu Mar ia  Jose

AN ODE TO THE NOSE

The nose is the ugly duckling
in the face family.
The black sheep.
Every other part of the face
has million-dollar companies
selling out lipsticks, eyeliners,
highlighters and the like
to make it pretty.
But the nose is that poor kid
in school in a tattered uniform
and snot, trying to fit in.

For two years now, our noses
have been living as refugees in
the tent of our masks due to Covid.
They are back in their homeland now,
smelling frangipani flowers,
smoke coughing out of trucks
and following the wafting scent
of caramel popcorn sizzling in theatres.

Somedays, my nose believes it's
a flute made of skin and cartilage,
like something the pied piper
would use to lure children.
It likes luring my body to my
mother's rajma chawal on
the days I'm sick.

But I know that what my nose
liked best was burying into books
and finding validation and home there
that it couldn't find anywhere else.
Having spent its days nosing
through the hallways of Hogwarts,
my nose is convinced that in
the fight between good and evil,
the nose is the most important weapon.
Why else do you think
Voldemort lost his battle?
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Sr isht i  Sahar ia

SELF-PORTRAIT OF A SINKING ORPHAN

it is summer,
my mother is wearing a quarter
of her watermelon ice pop like
cherry chapstick over her lips,
and the sun is throbing inside
her throat as she narrates to me
tales about the sea beneath us,
playing kabaddi with our native feet;
her eyes morph into christmas lights,
as brilliant as the sun crawling,
and crumbling— almost birthing,
from inside the belly of her mouth
when she is spinning yarn with
the memories of her maiden days
which she had spent devoted to
the sea like the water was
a prophetic cult in vogue
and she was the most swift,
fanatic of followers,
and the blindest of believers.
she is threading gauze-like
syllables with her teeth to dress
the wound of shame my naked
body is— a mass of evidence,
and the witness that confronts
and confirms the life she could
have lived had i(t) never been
excavated from the ruins of her body.

winter— lazy and unoriginal—
brags about the snowfalls
santa's reindeer drag in
in nordic countries and we
load up our bags for a fortnight
like every other year we can afford
the freedom to fly and hibernate to
where the foreign birds flee from.
my mother plants her heart in ice
and waters it until it grows

we spend our gloomy monsoon
afternoons sleeping in,

http://www.instagram.com/sri.sh_.ti
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my mother's hand on my heart
is a prayer i memorise like a promise
and all of the two-hundred and
six bones i inherited from her are
safely tucked inside the fortified cave
carved out from her abdomen and arms.
when the first lozenges of rain
sweeten the earth outside our house,
she sneakily and softly drops
the love child of pink cotton candy
and satin silk on my cheek and
baptizes it a kiss before running
barefoot to snort four ounces
of petrichor like a junkie for a fix

i wake up with a sun-tinted stain
of my urine on my bed the size
of my grief that i cannot gulp
like i have been taught to
swallow my thirst;
my hunger for her tenderness
is only as valid as my will to
mortgage my mouth to
the crown of cutlery.
sometimes i feel like i can go
to war for just a glass of water
that does not taste like war

because, you see,

the flood of last summer did not recognize
her scent of history and misread
the hymns of my mother's devotion as
her consent to be consumed
and the last breath that fuelled
her lungs was a cry for help
that drowned unheard with
the limbs of her body i am made of
and i look like i have been dissolving
ever since

she used to count the pennies
of rain like we count our gods,
her mouth was only as big as
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the prayers that feasted from
her palms. my mother pickled
her tongue with salt and water
so that whenever she breathed
on me, i felt the roots of my
hometown written on my skin.
but there grew a mole on my body
wherever she kissed me,
and now my body is saran-wrapped
with the map of the maze i am
trapped inside with the teething
monsters of her memories
and my mourning.

what i mean when i say
i am blind to the colour
of rain is that when i hear
the rain banging on my doors
i find my mother's sun-dried
face plastered against the windows—
she looks as foreign as the language
of my grief and the absence of
her skin and my faith;
i look for her, to find whatever
is left of her but i avoid the water
to avert my gaze from meeting
and feeding on the eyes of
my reflection and inevitably
digesting that all that is truly left
behind of and by her is my body,
and that one day
with me,
she,
an addict who used and
abused till she overdosed,
will finally cease to exist.
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Bhawna Ja imini

A POEM FOR ALL THE POEMS I SEND TO MY LOVER 

I always wanted to fall in love 
With someone I can send poems to.
The sad poems, the happy poems
The pretentious poems, the poems
With an identity crisis, depressed poems
Bad poems written by good people
And good poems written by predators. 
There is only so much your own poems
Can tell. Sometimes, only borrowed words
Can help you describe the shape of that one
Face you would want to see after your cat dies
And when that face walks away from you and 
Your dead cat to walk the dog of a shiny new thing
In their neighbourhood, you can come back to your
Empty apartment and cry yourself to sleep after
Reading every poem you ever sent them. 
You will realise there are poems that you will never 
Be able to read without thinking about them. 
Don’t read them for now. Let the poems reclaim
You slowly. They have a way of never leaving, you know?
While you wait, find a few poems which you can slowly 
Unwrap from the memory of that afternoon
Spent trying to skip stones on a forgotten 
Lake whose edges were lined with singe-use
Plastic bags. Once they are unwrapped, keep 
Them safe for when the next one comes along. 
That’s the beauty of poems written by other people.
They adapt quickly to the season of your heart. 
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Nidhi  Ja in

WHY I WANT WHAT I WANT

I wrote a few verses for her, and a few for him
She fights in bars, with strangers, throwing
punches with no power and kicks that hit right
at the shins,
And then there’s him, in total contrast to her
With his heart, so soft like pink cotton candy,
reading out poetry with an audience of 5 and cries as easily
like a baby of a few months old

Why I want what I want?
She asks, and then he follows her
And I don’t know why I want what I want

I sing one love song for her and another for him
She presses her lips hard against mine
Working like an eraser, removing every residue of
his taste or smell off me, sinking her teeth into my flesh
Leaving a love bite for him to notice on my collarbone
Jealousy flashes and bursts out of her wildfire eyes
I witness the same in his eyes the next day, kneading
my flesh like it's a dough with his big, strong hands

She says I want too much. My heart craves and craves.
My desires know no end, and he sat in silence, nodding
his large head, agreeing with her on this one note

I surrender one half of my heart to her and another to him
I stole her lipstick for a date I planned with him
She looked at me like I’m the most horrible person
in the entire world
I bought a lovely dress for her while shopping with him
And his eyes call me out on my cruelty
But what should I do? Why am I at fault here
When my soul is woven and stitched like this.

Why I want What I want?
Why her name falls on my lips like it’s a prayer while
His breath brushes my hair, asking me to choose only one

I love her, and I love him too
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I think of him and draw a portrait of her
I speak to her and imagines his reply
Why is love not simple? I struggle to say,
"You’re the only one for me."
Why his image has to exit the moment hers appears
Why can’t I have her and have him, too?
Why I have to be so greedy, always be a wanton?

Why I want What I want?
She asks, and then he follows her
Why my heart wants to fit in two palms instead of one?
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Pi l l i  Brahma

ONSRADɅ / TO LOVE ONE LAST TIME

Maybe to love you one last time is like modern poetry
Straddled at the door of tainted nostalgia.
Hitting concrete walls on a 5 and a half inch screen,
Bleeding lithium for blood.

Maybe to love you one last time is like opening a cabinet
Filled with things that rope you back.
Like a cassette deck that played ABBA every Sunday evening,
With bent reels and a busted rewind button.

Maybe to love you one last time is like being scared of
drifting too far from the shore
Looking for the shoreline every five minutes.
I can't remember the last time I unwound my tangled heartstrings,
And stitched myself a pair of buoyant trousers to leave the house.

Maybe to love you one last time is like having dyschronometria.
How long have I been here? I can't tell.
Has the ink dried up?
But how long does that take?

Maybe to love you one last time is like writing in free verse,
I never know where it's going to usher me.
Like puzzle pieces that don't make sense inside the box,
Unless you spill them on the table or maybe the floor
before you start putting them together.

Or maybe, to love you one last time is just that,
To love you one last time,
And it's just me stalling the impending bellyache
Because I am too afraid to bury you.
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Bhavya  S inha

EXORCISM OF A DYSFUNCTIONAL FAMILY

All family decisions in all families 
are taken in reserved, revered spaces.

When we sit at the dining table, 
closed palms and denting elbows,
nobody talks.
It is a ritual, the slick passing of 
the bowl of rice,
the grunt and the click of the tongue,
a nod of disapproval by each of us,
we eat but we don't chew.
If you were to walk past our window,
you would look at us and wait for 
the fourth wall to break and you'd 
keep waiting.

Everyone is fishing for a reason to leave.
The daal is almost over, 
my father has clicked his shoes off of his feet,
my brother, even after numerous consecutive 
days is chewing on the courage to speak, like cud.
Mother is where she wants to be, at the table 
eating with her family but really in her bed 
some 30 years prior, reading with no inhibitions. 
The table is shaking but nothing inches from its 
spot, 
hunger is spotless, the hungry is too. 

I'm aware of too many things.
The sound your mouth makes when eating 
becomes mechanic-
digesting is habitual.
The fan goes zoom-zoom-zoom,
father has kicked his shoes and it's upside down
now. 
Someone is going to fight.
We all hear it, we are all shouting but no
mouths twitch.

We're all holding onto several ghosts
we've fallen in love with.
The dining table is sedation.
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No ghosts will leave this house.
Until we eat again.
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Swat i  S ingh

THE MOST PAINFUL KIND OF LOVE

Do you know what is the most painful kind of love? 
It's the love that takes dug-up caves to hide
But still stretches its wings in silence and flies in the death of
the night. 
The kind of affection that never left the body and remained in
the pages of the mind. 
The one that is glued together like a secret to asphyxiate along
with the wretched heart. 
The kind of love heard from strangers after a few glasses of
wine.
The one that withholds contact in the fear of being seen and
never speaks, nor whispers. 

The one only heard in poetry from the unknown. 
Not addressed to anyone, not shared with a soul 
Somewhere, someone forget to name it and it kept spiralling
the face of the earth. 
It is the love that never had a destination and didn't stay in one
place for long. It kept moving along the wind but never reached
home. 

Amidst the deserted roads, it collided with other wanderers. 
The sick used it for comfort and the alone held on to it to feel
loved. 
The broken found hope again and passed it on to the afraid,
who could breathe in its warmth. 
Periods passed, and centuries faded 
But the love remained, travelling different terrestrials aspiring
to reach the one whom it wanders for. 
Who was it for? No one could tell, but it felt like home to
millions in despair. 
The Longing, the desire appealed to many and was perceived in
different colours by each
But the truth of it died lives ago,
The truth wasn't colourful like an enchanting dream 
It was profoundly impassioned with bleeding ink that still
encircles the world in a fabricated version. 
It was someone who turned every ounce of themselves into
poetry until not a feather of their existence remained. Thus
they were unknown, unheard and unacknowledged. 
Their poetry was an irony that killed them and the blood that
coloured the pages of fancy books was once just red. 
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Do you know what is the most painful kind of love? 
It's the love whose birthplace was its deathbed
The love that was never enough whilst it lasted
It's the love I have for you. 

It's the love that gives you birth only to lead you to death. 
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Anushka  Bharadwaj

A SECOND CHANCE IS A MYTH, SO IS A HAPPY BIRTHDAY

It creeps slowly to me, the soul of a calendar
I shut it out
like every other soul
but dates hover over my eyes,
come climb on my shallow shoulders -
ghosts I feed, ghosts of my own.
My mother says I never learned to grow up.
shut up! Appalling days of turning twenty-one
I swim back and forth
I did not ask for this sea;
walking in circles, is this all there is?
Ma, I hate cakes from that two am bakery
and every corner of the town I have at my fingertips.
I might need new fingertips
or new people in this town who'd find my face new.
To the same rakes and deserted streets
I yield
those years you gave to me.
Stop awaiting a flint in my eyes
watch the candles you bought
burn, melt, bleed.
I keep freezing
like I have done since sixteen.
Mounds of time I let slip through my daydreams
now I am running out of dreams
yet so many days ahead.
My feet shrink
take this knife, cut open your womb, swallow me, mother, 
nourish me again
give me twenty-one years of forgetting
so I will learn to grow up,
may be right next time.
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Aishwarya  Roy

A COLOURING BOOK

I open my brand new box of crayons — a lovechild of the drunk sun
and the psychedelic prism. I am not good at painting. But being good
at things is not the point of doing them, is it?

The visible spectrum begins at 400 nm. Violet. Our tongues after we
eat jamun. Anastomosing capillaries. A bruised heart that waited too
long to be loved in return. Fingerprints on an affidavit, when you
have forgotten your name.

I play with shades of green, at 550 nm. The garden outside that has
been covered with crops, after being sown with casualties of history.
Enemy flags that spark our nationalism. The environment that is ours
to manipulate. And crisp dollar bills to fill the void in the billionaire's
body — where his soul used to be.

My favourite colour comes at 580 nm. Yellow. Poets' muse and
nihilists' bullet. Pretty taxis and warning signs. A sunflower stung
thrice by a self-centered bee. Therapist's couch. And happy people
raised on love — who see things differently than those raised on
survival.

Brown at 600 nm wishes it were three shades lighter. It is the post-
apocalyptic fiction shelf that has been moved to current affairs.
Index finger drawing imperfect circles on your lover's back. Receding
hairline. And muddy feet that never made their way back home.

650 nm brings the gorgeous red. Hot sauce, berries and cherries. A
fire burning trees and books that were a bit too ambitious. And the
blood that is hard to clean up. Because no matter how hard you try
to hide it, you keep seeing it — all over your hands.

Colours are reflections of light, black is the absence of it. A terrible
desire to return to white. It is the dark circle beneath my eyes,
becoming a full moon. And freedom that makes sense, only after we
have caged ourselves.

It is the men around me, who think they will save us.

And the anonymous women, who don't write enough...
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Abhi jeet  S ingh

AUGUST SONNETS

1.
this room is smitten by agalloch
nothing placed above me except loneliness
nothing is untouched by the body
fever rises as the leaves keep falling
rains and their fury-dance
walls have seen art of a child
now dead and gone between lost worlds
of my agility and my ignorance
in my grandmother's house of intimidation
silence milks the men on sofa
woman is always a butter, always a bread
my hands are dictated by habit
my eyes follow the memory-calendar
I have known myself to be a woman: I'm eaten

2.
I'm eaten by dear insects of affection
in the glycerine hour of the day, a want
desire is weak in the knees forever and always
no one knows the cure for such deaths
those that are essential and ritual
ritualist sits and reads and smokes
whereas, windows in this chocolate block
and fingers as harmless as the nostalgia
are my inventories for the remaining day
I have never cared for any death, but poem's
in such seasons of rage and rage and cages
are on the hunt for those who sing
where are the surviving poems hiding
where do they go and sing, is my thing

3.
my thing dangled like the seven o'clock
by three a.m. fights were settled
love was brought in, politics pacified
whole bed was like an iceberg
tilted to the side of water, as usual
sea calls by the name and sand rises
now there's nothing to see but window
every picture in this roll was a negative
somehow cinema always remains a draft
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one character is always on a journey
one story is a story of grief and unchanged
one can always be happy watching television
there's nothing much to do with a remote
when you can change the channel, you do

4.
you do not see the end to this madness
neither do I. we have had conversations
everyone is reading faiz. anger is regular diary-entry
writers are being manufactured like leaders
world is all about looking decent
that we are good at and done with
will you drink a cup of tea? yes please
then we can talk about some news
maybe laugh after a few awkward pauses
touch hands and bite lips and click tongues
someone might be dying somewhere, true
but sanity is also something to be kept in check
are we walking over someone's corpse?
yes, but let's write a poem about it.
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Siva  Wright

I WISH I WAS WEAKER

i wish i was weaker
i wish i could let go

the boulder
rolling it up
one more day

i wish i was weaker
i wish i could let go
i tried, i have

but
broken bones
torn tissues
all heal
too soon

i wish i was weaker
i wish i could let go
and end it all

but
i'm cursed
with strength
to bear
to heal
to push it
one more day

i wish i was weaker
i wish i could let go

and that'll be it.
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Khat i ja  Khan

A MANGO'S POEM FOR ITS TREE

when someone leaves,
there grows a poppy on the shoulder
they rested their
summer-warm head upon.
[the sun retires inside the lake
where every fish died spelling
its lover's name.]
a poppy on the palm
they interlocked their
shivering palm with.
[winter hugged the earth for so long,
every form of life turned ice frozen]
a poppy in the strands of hair
they strummed their
baby fingers in, to birth music.
[can you hear the smell of snowflakes?]
a poppy in every mundane place
they don't know they once
touched - like the heart.
[a massacre]

there's a girl whose body
looks like a garden full of poppies;
blooming and becoming nothing
in simultaneous motions.
you may not find her in local luxury cafes
but she resides in endangered poems.
people confuse her soul with
rezso seress's gloomy sunday
on weekdays and
azmi's sad nazms on weekends.
she walks alone; prefers maaza
over all the other beverages
on her way back home.
maybe she once knew someone
who kisses the way a mango ripens.
no one notices, but do we not?

i think love is raw honey
in a closed airtight container
and we are all ants in a line
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waiting for our turn to devour it.
so when someone we love, leaves
we disappear too
into our narrow black holes.
the world has its eyes wide open
but we turn into the night that swallows
surah qamar sans a post scriptum.
they hear us. but no one listens.
when someone leaves,
they leave us in the mud puddle
of memory
and take away our shoes.
so wherever we go,
we carry those footprints,
already installed in our skin.

today, i look like the
first painting by a third grader
that resembles a smudged colour
palette after a few raindrops touched it,
on the ground you stand upon.
she is here. all of a sudden.
she is picking me up.
her bottled heart is trying
to pop out and explode
like a timebomb.
3...2..1.
take me back and
tuck me in your arms.
will you?

(i start looking like a poppy too)
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Zainab Sa leem

THE LAST DAWN

When the last dawn
Would unexpectedly arrive
At our doorstep
And my mother would be ready
To place herself
In the arms of death,

I would prepare myself
By learning how to make
French casseroles and pancakes
The way she does
Hoard 100 bottles of
The vanilla scented
perfume she wears.
I will make a mixtape
Which will comprise
Of all the songs she loves
And when that will be done

I will jot down a perfect script
On what I would say
When friends and family
Would call
I will sit near the fireplace
And carefully toss each memory
Let the warmth engulf me
So I wouldn’t miss her hugs
As much.
I wish we were in a movie
So that we’d die together,
Our last day on earth
Would be spent rummaging
Through dusty dateless
Family albums recreating
Old photos and laughing
Till our tummies hurt.
I’d prepare myself
By crying an endless ocean
Of tears, so that my eyes
Would be empty
And numbness would sit
On my heart like a stone.
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The day I say the funeral prayer
And watch the sky drown
Into the sea
I’ll return home
Repaint the walls blue
Make pancakes
Set the table right
Hear the heron sing
A melancholy song in
Our backyard.

I’ll gather myself to write
Another poem like this one
And when the hour hand
Will rest on 6
I’ll spray the perfume you wore,
Go for a long ride
Tapping my feet to the mixtape
Of your favourite songs.

The morning sun
Will caress my face
And it’ll remind me of how
You told me that after darkness
There is light, always.

I’ll heave a sigh of relief
And laugh and then cry
And cry some more.
Because no matter how much
You prepare yourself
To fully and completely
Say goodbye to a person
A place, a feeling,
It will never truly be
Easy enough.
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Amal  Abdul lah

MY GRANDFATHER STILL WAITS FOR THE SUMMERS

When I was little, My grandfather used to tell me
why of all seasons, they loved summer the most.
Why did all the festivals once fall on those warm days
and why did they store away their harvests for the feasts and
wine then.
With a clearing in the mist in his eyes,
he said the summers were dear to them,
as it was only then that one could cross the river,
and in knee-wet clothes, that the people from the opposite bank
arrived.
When the river started to sweat and lean,
a rope was thrown across, he said,
and fastened to the tree trunks on both sides.
"We waited and prepared for their arrival the whole year,
and they came and they were the best of days,
They stayed for weeks, some even the whole summer.
We went to them too, alternately,
like a promise well kept.

Then in my father's days,
a carpenter from our bank put together some tree trunks from
the bank,
and built a canoe that could carry a few.
And then there were more frequent visits,
All our festivals got spread across the seasons,
We ate and drank, and whenever we could we saved for their
arrivals.
Whenever they came, fewer and fewer in numbers,
with smaller bundles of clothes and bottles,
they stayed for two-three days, bid goodbye when the sun
descended,
and took the canoe back.
Like a promise justly kept, we did the same too.

When I was young and away in college,
They built a bridge across the river.
Now I work in an office on the other side of the bridge,
riding along and against many cars on my commute,
I honk and high-beam, keeping them out of my way
on the narrow bridge.
At the end of the mundane day,
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when the sun's red hands start pulling the thick dark blanket across,
I drive back home in haste.
My grandfather still waits for the summers,
walks to the bank on his best of days and when the memory is kind to
him.
My son goes with him, and says to me that his great-grandfather is a very
strange man,
that he looks at the river for long and rolls his pants till his knees,
and hand over his brows and leaning on to his stick,
looks again searching for something just above the river,
his eyes moving from a tree trunk on this bank to the other, almost in a
line,
they staying there for a while,
and then he, just like that, quietly, starts walking back home.
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Chirayu Tank

NOTHING WILL HAPPEN IN THE FUTURE

After the end
of all the stages of grief, 5 or 7
comes not the relief-
but an eternal stage of melancholy.
A forever zone of sadness
where we live in the past.

"Nothing much happened in the past"
she says
and I'm counting the tenses I need
to describe when someone
jumps from his past
to take away the space
from your present
like
a car overtaking you but slowly,
continuously asking for space
until you're at the end
of your lane.
She calls it an accident
with me being the casualty.
"Nothing will happen in the future"
she says

Love too,
should come with an insurance policy
but with no conditions
covering all the self-damage
for the lifetime
because 'hurt' has no tense.
You were hurt.
You're hurt.
You will be hurt.
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Aaditya  Pandey

MY MOTHER IS AGEING YET STILL GROWING ON ME

My mother is ageing yet still growing on me,
like Amar Bel clinging to the tree of my being.
All this while – encircling in many unidentifiable ways,
imprinted like fine lines of gold in her Banarasi sarees.
But now she wants to play the alert gardener and pluck out
her stems from my branches as if they are unwanted weeds.
There is a recognition and realization – I’m becoming l̶i̶k̶e̶ her.
For many years she has been told I’m mirroring her,
unknowingly; imitating her peculiar traits, unconsciously.
This game of imitation of mine costs her endless taunts of
oh aadi is just like his mother and sleepless nights that
she cannot explain to the psychologist when asked.

I ask my mother why she is so casually cruel to me.
Silence follows. Then, a story. We are still talking
about her wedding. It was typical hot Indian summer
when she sat in her bridal attire, not pretending to look
beautiful. That’s what the photo album lies about.
A compensation. Two huge trunks, full of clothes,
jewellery, utensils, and other gifts. Wooden furniture,
black and white television, and other electronics.
Because she was not pretty, tall, a good cook, and educated.
Her favourite souvenir from home was and is
the plant of Gurhal. Blooming bloody in its full glory.
Oh, metaphorical lesson. Shush Maa, I know you will
not be around forever to tell this story of
uprooting, longing, and belonging to your roots and home,
and I might forget it later.
I’m trusting this poem because poems remember.
Someone is supposed to make sense, ,
rescue the moral of the story,
nobody can save this it cannot be saved,
and after befriending and lessening the gravity of
your loneliness, after it vanishes, you mourn for it
slowly. A poem is always
turning in its grave to reveal itself.

It’s hard to conjure:
her unsettling fears of her son,
turning into her isolated, alienated, and unlikeable self.
I want to know her, not like my mother which I have
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accepted I never will, but as the woman who was never understood;
the daughter-in-law who was never accepted;
the wife who was never enough;
the unsocial neighbor who was never welcomed;
and her other unknown manifestations.
How do I tell her, to let me?
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Ananya  Dasghosh

WHEN THE SKY IS A SOAKED TEABAG 

Rain - the metaphor that stains
the chikankari kurta of a lover,
that wet the mehendi hands of
a bride. In the burlesque composition
of living, I am what a city licks
after a heavy downpour, crumbled
sunsets of the poets making fresh
flowers in a maiden's hair or a Mother
balancing in the clothesline.
Every time there's a monsoon the
sky is a soaked teabag of our
evaporated nostalgia.

In a million different ways the
news flash smelling of handwritten
letters from Urdu desks or 15.6-inch
desktops with caffeine stale marks.
A lover's handwriting rage in collision
voice the deserted and fingers, shoulders,
elbows moist and dry, release and fly.
Rain is an aesthetic, a type of
survival that loves breaths and
movements, sighs and signs.

I am what you can say
a yellow body of a taxi taking
a therapy of the water in between
the limbs of the lover bidding
a final goodbye. The 10th letter
in the alphabet series is a July
where you come home wet in
ecstasy but, little does
meteorology know-how
many decades the roof is humid
above us, yet we hold each other
like the sky holds the
soaked teabag.

The books with coloured spines
quivering its lusty pages
like my skin seduced by grief,
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with pauses and hesitation.
Our children must know how
these pages can fly with wings
in the darkest sky. Their
hands mustn't roll paper bullets
like our skin smelling of funeral
in the paints of Picasso and Dalí.

Of all the bourgeois yesterday's
that slips like water on my lipstick,
a tomorrow will rise to move
an extra mile from the rains of
the curses, the blues, the silences,
the scriptures, the rosary beads,
the excavation, the pauses like
the foreplay of lovers.

The wet cigarettes empty this
daylight, how shameless of us
to be in comfort under the sun
and be a tyrant of the rains!
I'll show my daughter and son
how rains aren't prayers
but capitalist rebels of the
sun and sky.

And, we are just volunteers.
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Shar l i  

SUMMERS AREN'T ALWAYS MEANT TO BE PRETTY

There's summer in my poems,
an apricot-colored saree
hangs above my street.
It colors all houses that have 
memorized only voices.

A postman roams with his pile of
delivered to be letters that held
staring stamps and 
handwritten envelopes.
Letters are memories 
of our existence.
He horns and looks above. 
Summer reminds him of 
solitary reapers who sang on the harvest.

My father's hands are smeared with tan,
he tells me summer makes him lose his color, summers are the 
longest imprints of
his childhood where he built 
castles on the beach, sand and his laughter stayed while I echoed
his rage.

The streets are empty, and summer collects
smiling faces behind the door,
soldiers running in the borders,
signboards that reflected names,
signatures which lasted longer,
children being joy with more than
one syllable, icicles speaking
slogans against global warming,
refrigerators with collected
fragrances while the air
conditioners breathed miseries
of adulthood.

Summer burns, but all I can remember
is my grandparents' warmth and
stories of how my city grows into a country in 
summer, with people making 
homes out of hearts.
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Summer is always a memory
and sometimes all I wonder
is how it passes away without any
signals while my poems are baggage
named inheritance from family.

There's a sadness in summer
and my home mourns in
mother's sweat. It's a
funeral in my poems, summer
is bitter and all I 
remember is pickle jars.

If my heart was made of glass
it would taste like achaar
that brings childhood
and summer all along
with absence.
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Anisha  Ja in

FOR THE NAMELESS GAY COUSIN UNCLE

“Don’t take it personally,” 
my sister, also queer, says with a tired sigh.
“You know how they are.”
You see, distant relatives I don’t even know the names of, 
They were talking about you this night. 

Dear Uncle, I know you have a little brother
who's probably the pride of the family—
he has a job, and a wife,
and a respectable well-settled life;
You wore eyeliner to a shaadi
and danced to Baby Doll. 

Dear Uncle, I'd known long before this night
the hatred in the hearts of this family 
for all the people who are 'others'
This family that could be so caring and kind,
and I had somehow loved them through it all; Now, I cannot talk
to my mama
without hearing his mocking
laugh, saying
"I'll tell you why he isn't married yet"
Cannot look at my mami without reading the subtext of
"Because he likes men."
Cannot even smile at my own mother 
without replaying her dramatic gasp at this odd alien creature.

Dear Uncle, you don't know I exist
I don't know who you are
Yet I still feel that hot red spot
in the middle of my forehead
that opened like a furious third eye this night
But did not wreck loose any fireballs
that set about the end of the world
like your mere existence did.

Dear Uncle, I do not know
whether your kohl-lined smolder
was your gay yell from the rooftop
Or your 'earth-shattering' dance
was your tandava, your middle finger
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to the family which never treated you like one—
I may never know, either, 
you will never read this poem
and if you do, I hope it's not over 
our shared pained smiles of the aching bones
our khandaan gives us someday. 

Dear Uncle, forgive me, 
For I will never be as brave as you are,
I can make my boiling blood simmer
until it spills and screams in the private ink of these pages,
but I could not fight the words that were said
with the immense heat that built up inside my head
—I was exhausted, scared, and alone
But those are no excuses: to be a silent observer
is to be a part of the crime.

I'm a criminal, dear uncle, as I sit writing
this angry gay poem behind bars
around my throat
my throat which learnt to choke on its own
soon after it managed to open up last year,
if only to itself;
And you are this criminal's muse, dear uncle,
You have fused
this black ace ring permanently to my finger now
this magical metallic bolt that lets the closet stay open
and closed at the same time.
I wish I could let you know
that I took it personally, dear uncle—
I did not know you existed until today
and though my cowardly hands 
did nothing to stop that machine gun,
It made this unprecedented Picasso mosaic of my bones
Perhaps, close to, what it would've made of you.
Dear Uncle, I know none of my words will ever be enough
and I'm a cynic who doesn't buy that telepathic connection shit
But for today, just for today,
I want to believe that I'm there with you in spirit
wherever you are,
that you may feel some unexplained warmth
in this cold, cold, cold of the dual atmospheres
That your brain might throw up a kind word
amidst all the slurs it keeps replaying. 
Dear Uncle, this is a really long shot
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But I hope one day we gatecrash a wedding
and march onto the stage to proclaim:
"Yes, I'm a queer, I'm a freak, I'm a fag,
I've got mud on my face and I'm a big disgrace
and I will wave my banner and shout
until the stars above you tremble,"
And we will be in drag, dear uncle, 
a mass slaughter of this civilised family's collective brain;
and we will laugh at gay jokes together
when we get kicked out of the family,
Estranged from those who were strangers in the first place
Maybe I could be brave enough with you.
Uncle, it should not be a big deal
I've heard worse, way worse, but it is
and your eyeliner and dance moves
should not be brave— it's been too long, they should be ordinary
But whatever it meant, it made you extraordinary,
extra-everything in the minds of the people
who cannot handle anything extra
beyond their narrow tunnel vision of their little frog-pond world,
Who does not give two shits about you
except when it comes to tittering
Tittering that will turn into jittering
flames of the torches they'll bring to burn our houses down,
But we will make our houses fireproof, dear uncle,
We will build them so they spit it right back
Spit rainbow-hued fire tornadoes
That will char the sky and this mob's faces
in the colours of the love they fear so much;
And we will
Take it personally.
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Shrutee  Choudhary

LOVE LANGUAGE

When I was all of nine, I met a boy for the very first time. It was
the pure affection, his borderline obsession, his peculiar antics
and the preference of my company over anyone else’s during
playtime, that made me adore him. In my limited vocabulary, I
told him that I loved him. In his tongue-tied demeanour, he

ran.

And years later, when I found poetry, I also found you.

We used to kiss in rhymes, then make love in free-verses. I
described your smile as incandescent and being next to you as
sublime, but I guess it was a writer’s curse — to be left behind.

When you no longer graced my crumpled white sheets, I tore you
apart, like a badly written first draft.

It’s been years since I spoke our language, the one we had
invented accidentally, in our serendipitous collision. I honed my
skills in different ones instead. French, Spanish, Hindi. I am some
sort of a wordsmith in English now, yet I remain most fluent in
your ways —

the language of your body, your mind, your curls, your smile, your
gaze

I love you
so much still

in spiralling soliloquies
in long winding sentences
and even longer paragraphs

which then turns into
never-ending books, written entirely
in the language
of your absence.
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Meghana Naag

MY FAVOURITE FLOWERS

My favourite flowers are the ones
that never die. So, it is the sunflower
painted on the gravestone. I've buried
poetry and colours in the ground
that swallowed my mother's heart.
Roses withered after light refused
to enter our home. All that was
left was the pricking of love lost.
Lilies are delicate, and I did not
see the storm coming. But there
was that flower- blooming in the
darkest of nights, among the dead,
soft against the brutality of stone.
What does it symbolise?
Hope? Immortality? Beauty? Art?
I don't know. But it will save us, I
thought. Just like the last leaf
saved Johnsy. Who painted the
flower? Someone who thinks 
graveyards are where we learn that heartbeats
are the sound of the blood being
pumped out to make sure that
this body can move and breathe
and feel so deeply that we remember
with stabbing precision how very
alive we are. Let's hold on to its
colours and creation until we
can figure out how to remake
different shades and learn new
words to remember all the
hearts that are gone.
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Ananya  Ane ja

CHILDHOOD

As a child, I used to chew paper,
As an adult paper chews me
seeking an apology.
When love triangles mantled cinemas
Now I wondered if they too can be
solved by Pythagoras theorem
When I carried a grape in my chest pocket,
wondering if my burning heart
could ripen it into a resin
When I traced the world map
with a red sketch pen
wondering if Earth and Mars
would then be twins.
When I wondered if they sold
women in black polythene bags
When I intentionally left one shoe
outside the temple wanting
it to be found by a prince
I am glad, there's no cinderella today
Perhaps if there was one,
The news channels would collapse
debating whether
she is a Hindu or a Muslim.
I was neither a child
of summer, nor winter.
When I was a child,
I wondered. I wondered too much
that if fingerprints were
shadows of my fingers
Or if earth shaving her green
body hair after being stigmatized
too was deforestation.
If climate change is
universes' menstrual cycle
Or why white is never written before black?
If blindness comes out of vision or
Does the moon know
about constellations?
The signal glitches
because satellites are tired too?

A childhood left unanswered,
grew up into a question ending with a full stop.
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Kanishka  Shankar

LONELY HANDS

The street flower vendors in my city have melancholy written in
the creases of their palms
from 8 am, they sell stories and fresh flowers that leave their
fragrance in cramped lanes and empty tourist bus seats
every evening, I stop to get gajra from a new place
the lady I bought gajra from today wrapped it in a newspaper
that had a headline of workers injured due to the collapse of an
under-construction building
her sharbati green bangles curved into a frail shade of hope and
her paan-stained smile didn’t falter as she handed over a piece of
her heart to me like I was her own
tonight, I carry more than just the scent of gajras home.

the thing about lonely hands is
they leave stains on the people you love
and for them to long for you in your presence
so that you never schedule I miss you’s for tomorrow
while you gently look at my hands knowingly,
I rip contemplation off my tongue
like a bandaid off a fresh wound
only this once, the ripping sounds like a roaring confession
it’s urgent, so much so that it starts to spill over
but I patiently wait to let the pleas fluidly make themselves
known to you
for there’s no holding back now.

wherever I go becomes a part of me somehow
I am running into closed spaces and sardonic poems
so often, that I start to become one myself
a prayer in the abandoned church I took shelter in,
the vendor whose resentment towards fate stained me
and a flower tucked behind your hair when you were the happiest
today the clouds carry school bags filled with heavy greys
the static between our bodies is declared dead on arrival
yet we crawl into our unmade bed to make mundane love
counting the little freckles on your nose and memorizing a
grocery list for our famishing hearts.
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Anurag  Mohanty

THE ALTERNATE UNIVERSE HYPOTHESIS: MATRIARCHY AND MISANDRY

1. My mother doesn’t allow me to stay out past 7 pm, she says
this is a bad neighbourhood and a man alone at night, is a meat
steak, waiting to be gorged upon by godless women. That my legs
closed, is a shrine. Once opened, is a cave that thieves crawl into
to steal gold, burning its divinity on their way out.

2. “Why does the society place its treasure between a man’s legs,
Ma?”, I enquire. I could see my mother’s temper rise like the
bellow from a whistling tea kettle spitting out smoke. My father
apologises to my mother, and promises he’ll talk some sense into
me while serving her tea.

3. My boss is a middle-aged lady, that thinks the annual report is
published in the vacuum between my chest and my crotch, as
she keeps juggling her gaze unfazed between the two, during the
entire presentation, turning my self-worth into a doormat where
she occasionally rubs her unquenchable libido. I’ve switched
three jobs because of women like her, but at least she is better
than my previous boss who thought getting me drunk at a party
was her one-way ticket to “implied consent” or “but-why-would-
you-wear-a-deep-neck-t-shirt-if-you-weren’t-asking-for-it”
rhetoric, before sliding her hands from drawing circles on my
shoulders to ploughing flesh on my chest. When I held her hand
and threw it away, “You didn’t deserve the promotion anyway”
was thrown back at me. It’s a woman’s world, and I...I’m just a
man.

4. The girl I’m dating, thinks periods are “gross” and that I should
use the other bathroom when I need to pee or take a shower
because she doesn’t want to discover stubborn blood clots on
the wet floor and it makes her want to puke. She jokes how all her
friends want a piece of me because I’m so pretty and laughs; I
pause to look for the punchline in the joke before passing it off as
another one of her “childish antics” because if you practice
clenching ice cubes between your teeth for too long, you get
used to the numbness.

5. My ex-lover told me that men like me are like kings that belong
in a castle, to be guarded by noble queens like her. So I shouldn’t
talk to any of my friends who are women, because “we don’t want
them to get any wrong impressions, do we?”, always nod to sex
without flinching because “kings always keep their queens
happy”, not rebel when I get slapped because “so what if there’s a 
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little bruise on your cheek, I get mad at you because I love you”.
⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀

6. When my high school crush wanted to feel me up in the school corridor
and I refused, she labelled me a slut in front of the entire school. Because
her clitoris-sized brain couldn’t fathom the blow to her fragile ego and
the collateral to protect my dignity is obviously losing my sanity. We’re
told God is a man and we’re all his children. The women that walk(ed) this
land have crawled out from between a man’s legs, so how do they think
they’ll usurp the gospel of their genesis without facing God’s wrath.
⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀

7. The unpublished book of matriarchy allows predators to feast upon
men in crowded subways with the most elegant portrayal of sleight of
hands, where men at night walk in groups, scared, looking over their
shoulders every few seconds lest a shadow of a woman approach them
from behind. The day starts with men making sure they carry Swiss knives
and pepper sprays in their jeans pockets and ends with women in
Parliament making “Men’s Day” speeches, with tongues made of paper
and hushed screams of all the men whose mouths their femininity will be
shoved into, causing them to bleed and let out disgusted moans, in the
quiet hours of the night. But it’s a woman’s world and I.. I’m just a man..
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Abhinav  Dasgupta

PEOPLE FORGET THE HUMAN BEHIND THIS SEXUALITY

Peek into my diary entry 
from last night 
and you’ll find a whispered debate 
that I had 
with the moon when 
the stars slept on her shoulder 
I asked her 
that most days I feel forgotten 
that most days my feelings are forgotten 
and I cease to be 
flesh and blood and all things that 
can be broken and hurt 
i cease to be all things 
red and painful and black 
and suddenly 
i am intangible 
and I am a concept 
Rather 
a cause to be supported 
or rebelled against 
I asked the moon 
if she’s ever seen a rainbow 
and she shook her head 
and I told her that there is 
one that I wear like a necklace 
but lately, it feels 
akin to a choker 
occluding all my breath 
with the weight of all 
those news channels full of 
screaming voices 
and what they 
associate with it 
this or that and 
here or there 
she told me that 
it must be a noose then 
tightening and draining me 
of my humanity 
and I agree with her 
because somedays 
people forget the human behind 
this sexuality 
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because most days 
people search for a brain between 
my legs and 
a voice that comes only when 
a man walks by 
I am a boy 
who also has preferences 
and not the other way around 
I am not just 
the argument you had with 
a homophobic friend yesterday 
or a law that was passed 
I am beautiful like that 
but I’m also beyond that 
I am a person you embrace 
and an overflowing 
bucket of feelings 
other than just love 
and lust 
It is something i am 
but it’s not 
the only thing I am 
The moon smiled sadly 
and said that 
she wished that 
the rainbow colouring me 
was less grey 
and less encapsulating 
and shone a little 
just a little 
brighter for me 
that is where the diary entry 
and my plea 
ends 
you can close the book now 
and I hope you see me 
for more than just 
a single word 
amongst all the poems 
written on my skin.
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Shr i t i  Chowdhary

THE DISMAL PENSIEVE 

In the streets of Dubai,
Every glass building
Doubles as a Pensieve
Creating portals to a life erstwhile,
Unattainable to the present,
One had to summon
Melancholia, to unlock its
true futurist outlook,
It was an AI of sorts,
Trained rigorously in despair
Of memories that never resurface
Algorithms revel under the weight
Of data ancient,
That's what sadness is best at,
Tiring you out with their vastness,
Cities self mold on sustained grief,
Power grids illuminate
At the sight of unruly beta waves
Chronic barter of banter
Between emotion and memory
One has learnt to exemplify defeat
latter makes sure you never forget it.
The aristocratic anxiety of being- sad,
Yet somehow I managed to narrate its tale
In present tense,
A wretched city that never dreams of it,
Perhaps, this is what melancholy does,
It slips through 2-factor authentication
Of history and its making,
Paints the upper side of the cube with sorrow,
For eyes that only ever look down,
Are met with burden of the yore,
And for those around who stretch their arms
Around it, lift many a pensive veil.
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Bhairav i  Ponkshe

THE THOUSAND SHAPES OF SOLITUDE

I strip naked as we step inside an empty frame
and let loneliness touch me. Gently, at first so
I can spill myself and call it names with a rolling
of tongue lined in sugar. Last night, you asked
me to define solitude. I have 271 definitions
scraped on every inch of my skin. All of them with
a bitter taste of loneliness in between the lines.
Solitude is a shapeshifter, you see. It turns into
my best friend when I get tired of listening to
myself. It becomes the tattered rug on the floor and
engulfs me in its smell as I lie down with all the weight.
Solitude burns my throat and kisses me on every wound.
Lapping up all the excuses and turning them into
warning bells. Red lights flickering on ambulances
crammed with people. I have no wish to get in.
My solitude takes the shape of two hearts inside one body.
It beats to the sound of my mind going
forward 49 km/ sec. Like a child running away
from its home. Or perhaps, toward. Who'd tell a
child that his home is not home after all?
My solitude screams "leave me alone" in a language
they can't understand. In a code, they can't
decipher. Was it deliberate? Or was it an accident?
Don't read me like a poem you don't understand.
I might end up telling you the meaning of it all.
My solitude invites me to him like it's a recliner
chair. The last time I sat on it, I woke up three
nights later, with bruises in the places where people had
touched and left me. My mouth agape, leaving
behind a faint trail of a smile. Deceiving is an art,
and they've called my solitude an artist over and over,
a thousand times. My name escapes from your mouth
like a bullet, forming an exit wound on your back.
I stand behind you and it enters my heart,
filling the hole left behind by you. What is solitude,
if not a romanticized version of loneliness?
Perhaps a synonym. Perhaps an exaggeration.
Our dread for loneliness, a burning house.
Our wish for solitude, an emergency exit.
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Hiba  Ashraf

WE ARE A COUNTRY THAT BURNS ITS POEMS AND POETS

My qalam stops at the edge of the paper,
The news is, words have been rationed
for the musalmaan’s qalam in new India.
There is a screech and a gasp
at the end of every sentence,
like a fish that comes up for air
every now and then.
to exclaim we’re alive; not dead,
yet.
There was a street in my town
where a temple’s door faced the mosque’s;
Today the temple stands,
only the door remains on the other side.
Butchers have taken to the streets,
and goons to the throne.
Ganga has the stench of the Dalit
and the Muslim blood that some like to feast on.
There is a long line in front of heaven,
people knocking on the doors of God,
Begging for refuge.
Little do they know, this is a country of post offices without
mailboxes and
graveyards with well-alive dead bodies.

We are a country that burns its poems
and poets,
And we are a country that buries its lovers
along with their beating hearts
and forbidden love.
We are a country
where hope has died a thousand times already.




